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Purpose: 

This standard detail will identify the requirements for plan submittal and approval for all 
solar photovoltaic systems. 

General: 

The Coastside Fire Protection District, (CFPD) has developed this standard detail to 
ensure firefighter and public safety for all Solar PV systems. While the environmentaly 
friendly technology these systems bring is appreciated, traditional firefighting techniques, 
such as roof venting, water extinguishrnent and fire overhaul will have to be modified to 
ensure human safety. Roofs that contain Solar Arrays can be difficult for firefighters to 
vent and delayed roof venting may increase the time necessary for fire containment 
resulting in a greater extent of fire damage and risk of personal injury. Conventional 
water extinguishment on roofs with Solar PV systems may not be an option for 
firefighters if the integrity of any portion of the solar array is threatened as the risk of 
accidental electrocution may be greatly increased. Fire overhaul will also be a challenge 
for firefighters, as broken panels or compromised solar conduit may remain energized. 

Conditions: 

A.) The following conditions will apply to all roof and ground mount Solar PV 
systems: 

1.) All materials used to mount solar arrays shall be equal to or greater than 
Class "B" fire rating. 

2.) Ground mounted solar arrays will be erected in areas clear of combustible 
vegetation. A minimum vegetation clearance or mowed perimeter of lO'shall 
be maintained. 

3.) All Solar conduits, interior or exterior, will be permanently labeled 
with weather resistant material. 

4.) Battery storage in enclosed rooms to be mounted a minimum of24" above 
floor. If contained within cabinet a permanent placard to be posted. 

5.) All disconnects shall be accessible to fire department and located together 
when possible. 


















